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Virginia's plan
got a federal nod,
so JMU again is

Aiming
for racial
balance
By USA JENNINGS
JMU is working to comply with a new plan to
racially balance Virginia's predominantly white
four-year colleges.
—
Dr. John Mundy, affirmative action officer, and
Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of admissions and records,
went to Richmond last Thursday to discuss new
plans to recruit black students and faculty.
The state's $20 million plan, recently approved
by the U.S. Department of Education and Office
of Civil Rights, is a revision of a J978 plan. Last
year, the federal government ruled that plan a
failure. The state had not met its numerical goals
Virginia's new goal is to enroll 2,730 black
students by fall 1985.
JMU's part in that plan is to enroll 129 black
freshman or transfer students next semester, 17S in
fall 1984, and 22S in fall 198S. Those students must
be from Virginia.
Mundy said next year's goal would be easy to
meet, because the school enrolled about 123 black
students this year. JMU black students now total
about 350.
Forrest Parker, minority recruiter, agreed that
next year's goal did not pose a problem, but he
said the 1984's goal of 175 might'.
JMU needs to provide the state with plans for
recruitment by Feb. 24, Mundy said. He said he is
working with the admissions office, Dr. Thomas
St an ton, vice president of academic affairs, the
deans of each school and the financial aid office to
devise those plans.
They also will decide on a goal for the recruitment of black faculty members within each department, he said.
Parker said JMU will evaluate past recruitment
methods to try to improve on them.
Some of the programs JMU will keep are the
Black Awareness Weekend and the Black
Freshman Weekend, in which black students are
invited to visit black students here.
Admissions personnel will continue to make
special visits to high schools and community colleges with large black student populations.
Also, JMU will continue to ask black students
for addresses of outstanding black students who

His nose is cold,
but does
his tail wag?

JMU's mascot was made larger than
life by Chandler Hall residents Keith
Kelly end Bob Funke. Sunday's wet
snow made perfect modeling clay
end the "Super Duke" took hours to
make. The nice sculpture may have
melted some since the weekend, but
more snow Is forecast for today and
tomorrow; could puppies be next?
(Photo by Greg Fletcher)
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(Continued from page 1)

who
might be interested in coming to
JMU. The school sends promotional

literature to these students, as well as
to those listed in the National
Scholarship Service for Negro
Students in Virginia.
Parker said he saw the need for
recruitment programs but thought
more emphasis should be placed on

i

improving the conditions for blacks
already here.
"You can't recruit anyone if (the
students here) don't like it. Word of
mouth is a powerful thing,' he said.
The state also is providing programs to draw blacks to mostly
white schools:
►One program is meant to encourage black high school students
to prepare for college early. Mundy
said these programs are just getting
started and will not have much of an
affect on 1985 numbers.
►JMU and four other colleges
will offer summer institutes — tran-

sitional training programs for black
students between,high school and
college.
■►Grants of Si,000 will be offered
to black students who transfer to a
predominantly white school from a
Virginia two-year college. Mundy
said recipients must have a grade
point average of 2.5 and have financial need.
►Other parts of Virginia's racial
balance plan include funds . to
enhance libraries, admissions offices
and faculties of Virginia State and
Norfolk State universities, which are
predominantly black colleges.

sga file
Senate action
Here Is a summary of legislative action
In Tuesday's Student Government.
Association Senate meeting. The sponsoring senators' names and affiliations
appear
In
parentheses.
Proposal passed
Proposal 39 (Mark Barbee —
Spotswood Hall). That the SGA give the
JMU Republican Club $270 for expenses
of a convention In Wllllamsburg. Passed
23-6, four abstaining.
Proposal tabled
Proposal 37 (Bob George — Bell Hall).
That non-freshmen with at least a 3.25
grade point average be permitted to sign
their own add-drop forms. Tabled after
Mark Barbee moved to amend the GPA

requirement to 2.5.
Proposals mad*
Proposal 41 (Michael Edwards Chandler Halt). That the' SGA grant
$99.58 to the Public Administration
Society for a spring field trip. Sent to
Finance Committee.
Proposal 42 (Helen McNabb - Eagle
Hall). That the SGA give $500 to the National Art Education Association for the
NAEA Convention In Detroit, Mich., In
March. Sent to Finance Committee.
Proposal 43 (Mlchele Schaf far — Eagle
Hall). That the SGA give $800 to the
men's Rugby Club to help It continue
competing within the state. Sent to
Finance Committee.

TRAVEL IN SPAIN
STUDY
UNIVERSITY OF SALAMANCA
June 27- August 8,1983
Making angelS — GlnnyArmsby takes lull artistic advantage of Sunday's fresh snow. (Photo by Hank
Ebert)

Program & Arrangements through Casa
del Greco
Write or call

correction

•►An incorrect arrest report was
included in the Feb. 3 policefile.
Contrary to the report, student
Thomas Parker, 21, of Sedley, Va.,
was not arrested and charged with
drinking in public.
Incorrect information had been
given to the reporter.

J. N. Conis 433-6327, 434-6425 or
A. Armando del Greco, Professor Emeritus
12 Canterbury Road
Charlottesville, Va. 22901
.'
(804)293-3755
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— Jtmtl Mtditon

The Braan n publlatwd Monday and Thurr
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SGA argues over Republican Club funding
By JOHN CASTALDI
An SGA Senate vote to grant $270 to the JMU
Republican Club sparked arguments about
whether the SGA should fund a political organization.
The senate approved the proposal 23-5, with
four senators, abstaining.
The proposal now goes to the Executive Council, which is composed of the SGA's top five officers.
The club's original request to attend a convention in Williamsburg was for $606.16, but the
Finance Committee trimmed it to $270.
Chris Harvey, senate chairman pro-tempore,
one of the senators who voted against the proposal, said, "The main point is it's a political
organization. By giving this money, we're supporting the Republican Party."
Harvey also said the money should not be allotted because the club charges only $1 dues to 13 of
its members and the group had not held a fundraiser.
Mike Ells, a Finance Committee member who
voted for the bill, said the senate has allotted
money for clubs to go to conventions so it must

Commuters
elected
to senate
Five students were elected
to SGA Senate and the
Commuter Student Committee Tuesday.
Senior Borinie Smith,
juniors Chris Schaefer and
Theresa Kriegel and
sophomores Lisa Garrett
and Rusty Jones were won
the five vacated seats.
Twelve students ran for the
seats.
Because they are new, the
senators did not take an active part in Tuesday's CSC
meeting.
Next week, the CSC will
have elections for social,
publicity, and taskmanpower coordinator
positions. Any commuter
can run for a coordinator
position.
►In other CSC action
Tuesday:
The CSC passed Senator
Jim Snitzer's proposal that
the CSC give a "Commuter
of the Year" award to a
non-senator commuter for
outstanding work with the
CSC. In addition, the CSC
will give certificates to other
non-senators who work with
the CSC.
Snitzer said he made the
proposal because there are
"always one or two people
that really stand out."
►The CSC also passed a
proposal by Snitzer to form
a committee to review and
revise CSC by-laws.
— John Castaldi

follow that precedent.
Ells said the Finance Committee followed the
same procedures it always has in deciding the
amount of money the Republican Club should
receive.
"We gave them $70 for gas, which we've done
for other groups," he said. "Lodging — we set a
precedent at the beginning of the year to give half
($80). Meals — they asked for $103. We feel if
people really want to go, they'll pay for meals."
Ells agreed the clubs' dues are low, but said,
"They did have a fundraiser. It just wasn't the
traditional type like a bake sale in the lobby. They
sent contribution letters ... on campus to faculty
They got $125."
Sajan Thomas, legislative vice president, said,
"We're not supporting the Republican Party. The
senate felt the College Republican Club passed the
criteria for funding.
"If any political club asked for money, it would
have the same opportunity as The Republican
Club," Thomas said. "They shouldn't be penalized because they are political."
Lars Wiechmann, Republican Club chairman,
noted the precedent the SGA has set for funding.

"We're a recognized organization. That's what
the contingency fund is for," he said.
Wiechmann said the money granted will not be
enough to completely pay for the convention. The
club had asked for $606,16 to cover transportation, lodging, food and registration for eight
students. After the proposal was made, five more
students decided to go to the convention.
The committee also allotted $15 per person to
help cover a $25 per head registration fee.
In other SGA business:
The senate voted to take $80 out of the senate
account for its social.
Senator Dave Schulte of the Internal Affairs
Committee said the committee hopes the social will
not cost $80. If it doesn't, the money will be
returned to the account.
The account has $285.
Harvey announced the Legislative Action
Committee changed its stand on legislative bills to
raise the drinking age. The committee, and the
SGA, would favor an amendment to House bill
300 that would make the drinking age for beer 21
off premises and 18 on premises. In such a bill, the
drinking age for liquor would not change.

Admissions: More transfers
and freshmen applying
By SARA FISKE
Admissions applications for
first-time freshmen and transfers
for the 1983-1984 academic year
have increased from last year.
As of Jan. 26,9,548 applications
had been received, said Francis
Turner, director of admissions.
This is 1,200 more than last year at
the same time, he said. The application deadline was Feb. 1.
Last year, JMU received about
10,600 applications, Turner said.
He said he expected that number to
be surpassed this year.
"This seems (to be) a rather
significant increase for us," Turner
said.
Turner said JMU is projecting an
enrollment of 1,600 freshmen and
600 transfers for next semester.
These figures are based on
available housing and the number
of current students expected to
return to JMU, he said. The State
Council of Higher Education for
Virginia establishes the enrollment
limitations for all state supported
colleges, Turner said.
Predicting enrollment is difficult, because it is impossible to
say how many students who are accepted to JMU will enroll. Turner
said.
"We don't know if we're their
first choice," he said. It is also difficult to predict the number of
students that will return, he said.
"We look at the patterns for the
last three years," and make predictions based on that, Turner said.
"It's like playing Russian
Roulette."
"
JMU receives applications
"from all over" the United States,
Turner said. Most come from Northern Virginia, Tidewater, Richmond and Roanoke. But many of

i

Francis Turner, director of admissions: Predicting admissions 'Is
like playing Russian Roulette." (Photo by Gary Smith)
them come from the small counties
throughout Virginia.
Maryland is the largest out-ofstate contributor of applicants,
Turner said. "But (JMU) has
received applications from as far
away as (the) Kwajalein Islands, (in
the Pacific)," Turner said. Last
year, JMU received applications
from 1,200 different high schools.
By policy, JMU limits its out-ofstate enrollment to no more than 20
percent of its total enrollment,
Turner said.
National demographic studies
show that 53 to 54 percent of all
females go on to college, while 46
to 47 percent of males do so,
Turner said. These figures are fairly consistent with JMU's actual
enrollment as well as with the

number of applications received,
he said.
He said males generally tend to
send in their applications later than
females.
Even though applications have
increased, JMU plans to enlarge by
only 20 to 25 students per year,
Turner said.
JMU's projections include
special students, in addition to the
freshmen and transfers, Turner
said.
Special students are not admitted
to JMU, said Dr. Barbara Pass,
director of continuing education,
because they are not in a degreeseeking program. They simply
enroll in classes on a spaceavailable basis after other students
have registered, she said.
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Freeport $259
Nassau $299*
(212)355-4705

WHEN YOU BUY ANY MEW. UNTIL FEB. 2B. IW

Includes:
• Round trip airfare (N.Y.)\
• 7 nights accommodation
• Parties
• Sports
• Activities
More!

ERITAGE
ISO

□ I'm Ready to Party!
I've enclosed my $50
deposit and have checked
my week.
□ Almost ready. Send
more info.
^

D MAR 06 MAR 13 □ MAR 27-APR 03
D MAR 13-MAR 20 D APR 03 APR 10
D MAR 20-MAR 27 D APR 10-APR 17

IHOUOMSMC.
501 Madison Avenue
New "forti. N Y 10022
(212)355-4705 (800)223-0694

•Add$40 from D.C, Hartford, '
Philadelphia. Boston
•Plus 15% tax and service
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If you are

Name.
Address.
. State

City

.Phone

Zip

Departure City.

Midway Market

a Senior

• • •

Thursday - Sunday
RETURNABLES (cs. 24)
BEER
Budweiser 12 pak
$4.99
Bud Light cans
$2.49
Buschcans
$2.26
Michelob(reg.&light) ..$2.88
Old Mill cans
$2.09
bottles
$1.99
Stroh's12pak
$4.49
Lite 12 pak
$4.79
Molson'sor Moosehead $3.29

Piel's or Schmidt's
$1.79
Tuborg or Black Label .. $1.89
Labatfs(beerorale) ...$2.89
Schaeffer bottles
$1.29*
"Bull" 16 oz. cans
$2.26*

<

* Bull and Schaeffer prices
good while supply lasts

National Boh
Stroh's16oz
Busch
Bud
National Boh

$5.99
$7.49
$8.89
$10.00
...$5.99

KEGS
Old Mill '/« keg
Bud *A keg
Old Mill V* keg
Busch Vi keg
Stroh's(reg. or light)..

$15.99
$23.99
$25.99
$28.99
.$27.99

Please order kegs
one day in advance
if possible

in a BSN, NLN accredited
program, the Air Force has an
opportunity just for you.
The Nurse Internship Program provides five months training designed
to foster the concept of independent practice in the clinical setting.
N,urses selected to participate in
this program receive a direct comthe Air Force Nurse Corps. Salary is

OTHER
^
i '

«•

Coke, Sprite, Tab Pibb
A&W Root Beer 6 16 oz.
btls
$1.99
Weyman Brutton
carton of 12
$5.39
Cigarettes reg
$5.99
$6.19
100's

Chips 7 oz
$99
1 lb
$189
Pretzels 1 lb. box
$1.69
Ice small
69
large
99
Barclay cigarettes. buy 1-1 free

Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight
24 hour film processing

Contact
Sergeant Lu Charette
Call Collect (804)-971-8092
13503 USAFRG NM 80-9
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Mondays
at 9:30 &
Saturdays
at noon
Starts
Valentines Day

Some faculty members
might visit assembly
By GWEN KARRIS

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
"The Empire Strikes Back" is a production of National Public
Radio in association with KUSC-FM Los Angeles, and with
the cooperation of Lucasfilm Ltd.
TM & ©Lucasfilm Ltd. 1982. All rights reserved.

ATTENTION
SORORITIES $
FRATERNITIES
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WE HAVE A FULL SER-V|Cr;

PLOWERSHOP
FRESMPLOWERS^DAHCES/ PARTIES
CORSAGES, BOUTONNIERES,
ARRANGEMENTS, CUT FLOWERS
10% orr WfTM JMU I.D.
20&S S M*'N

¥-34 5 ^
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Some JMU faculty members
might travel to the General
Assembly in Richmond before the
end of this month.
This idea was approved at the
Faculty Senate meeting Feb. 3.
The faculty members' visit will
concern Gov. Charles Robb's recent
budget cuts to colleges and universities.
;
The members would not be there
to discuss salary, but would say,
'"We're here. We understand the
problems. We're interested,"* said
Dr. Catherine Boyd, speaker of the
senate. The group would not be lobbyists, she said.
The group would consist of
volunteers. Todd Zeiss of the
English department and Dr. Mae
Frantz of the Communication Arts
department were the only two
volunteers.
The idea had been introduced by
JMU President Ronald Carrier.
►Also at the meeting, a plan was
approved that will try to get equity in
benchmark funding of classification
I and classification II colleges and
universities.
The purpose of the plan is to raise
the salaries to the benchmark
averages given by the state, said Dr.
Lawrence Roller of the Secondary

Education department. Roller proposed the plan and is JMU's
representative in the Colleges and
Universities of Virginia Funding
Benchmark organization.
The benchmark is an authorized
average that can be funded by the
state. It is a target if funds are
available. But this is not being met
by the state. Therefore the teaching
salary actually is less, Roller said.
A classification I school is a
doctural-granting instituton. A
classification II school is a mastergranting institution.
JMU, which is a classification II
school only is receiving 91 percent of
the benchmark figure. The University of Virginia, a classification I
school receives 103 percent.
The 1982-83 benchmark for JMU
was $26,200. The appropriated
1982-82 salary average was $23,875.
If tuition was raised for this purpose, it could be about $70 more a
semester, he estimated.
The Board of Visitors could then
submit a budget amendment to the
state to keep the funds and distribute
them among the faculty.
This would put no extra requirements on the state, he said. The
proposed plan is now before the
House of Delegates Appropriations
Committee, and the Senate Finance
Committee.

Shoneys New
Country Fried
Steak Dinner

$4.29

• TENDER STEAK, LIGHTLY BREADED, AND SMOTHERED IN
OUR OWN SPECIAL-RECIPE COUNTRY MILK GRAVY
• FRENCH FRIES (OR BAKED POTATO AFTER 5PM)
• TOASTED GRECIAN BREAD
• ALL THE SOUP AND SALAD YOU CARE TO EAT
• FEATURING SHONEY'S
OWN HOMEMADE CABBAGE BEEF SOUP

SHopys
SCHUTZ STOUT MA1T LKHJOR.
DONT SAT BEER. SAY BULL!
Pod Distributing
Verona, Va.

Americas
Dinnerlable

i
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policefile
Indecent exposure,
peeping charged
By SANDY STONE
A non-student was charged with
indecent exposure about midnight
Feb. 2
campus police reported.
Timothy Armentrout, 20, of Harrisonburg was arrested behind
Way land Hall, police said.
Some Wayland residents had seen
a man fe a car and reported him to
campus police, police said.
►A non-student was charged with
window peeping about 11:50 p.m.
Feb. 3, police said.

Harold Grim, 26, of New Market,
Va., was arrested near Huffman
Hall.
Huffman residents had told campus police a man had been looking in
their windows.
Campus police also reported:
Public dnink*nn*M charged
Two non-students were charged with
public drunkenness here last weekend,
police said.
Batty Smith, 28, of Weyers Cave, Va.,
was arrested In X parking lot about 12:30
a.m. Saturday, police said.
John Skinner, 23, of Arlington was arrested on Greek Row about 2:45 a.m.
Sunday, police said.

MorbkJ Comics creators claim coincidence
The creators of Morbid Comics
say coincidence is responsible for the
similarity of one of their strips and a
cartoon in the current Saturday
Evening Post.
The Morbid strip, published in
The Breeze Jan. 17, shows a man
talking to a hotel clerk. The clerk, in
front of a sign stating "LIARS'
CONVENTION," is telling the
man: "No sir, no convention here.
Absolutely not, you're mistaken."
The cartoon in the current issue of

the Saturday Evening Post shows a
man talking to a hotel clerk. The
clerk is saying, "Sorry, sir. The
Liars' Club Convention isn't at this
hotel. I'm afraid someone gave you
the wrong information."
Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland, Morbid's creators, each
said they had not seen the magazine
cartoon before drawing the Jan. 17
strip. McClelland said the idea for
the strip grew out of a joke he had
heard.

AUNT EMMA'S
PANCAKES
1560 South Main Street

All The Pancakes You Can Eat
Friday & Saturday Night
$1.99
6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m.
ANOTHER SPECIAL
V
2 Pancakes, 1 Egg (any way), and 2 Strips Of Bacon

We're saying so long
and thank you
to Harrisonburg
Sat.,Febl2*
Our Waynesboro store will
still be open to serve you.
Watch for our return in the fall
to Valley Mall
/>
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I

"
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ELKCE

ADD A
DIAMOND
BEAD
Now you can add
the beauty and
elegance of diamonds
to your add-a-bead
necklace.

$1.25

PILOTS
New Market Airport's

FAA Certified Instrument Rating
Ground School Begins
Saturday, February 19

/

$10 Off For Early Registration
Call 740-8707 For Details
New Market Airport Corp.

-SNMAC

LONG STEM RED ROSE
WITH EACH
VALENTINE PURCHASE
ON SAT., FEB. 12 & MON., FEB. 14

Wilson

(yevelers

HARRISONBURG • 434 4693

(

■
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Hot ice
Speaker claims ads contain sexual lures
By CHARLES TAYLOR
Look at this page carefully. Can
you And two lovers expressing
themselves erotically within the patterns formed by these words?
While The Breeze may not be the
ideal source, subliminal seduction,
or enticing a person to buy through
suggestions to their subconcious, can
be found in most forms of the
media: from advertising to music to
the arts, claims Dr. Wilson Bryan
Key, who presented his theories on
subliminal seduction in the media
before a sell-out crowd of 630 at the
Grafton-Stovall Theater, Tuesday
night. "
Key, author of three best-selling
books on subliminal seduction in
advertising, was sponsored by the
University Program Board.
"Only one one-thousandth of our
perception is conscious," Key said as
he projected examples of subliminal
seductioa within multi-million dollar
ads onto a screen. "If we don't pay
close attention to (these ads), we're
not meant to. They're designed so
we may pass over them, catching the
messages subliminally."
^^
And after passing over an
estimated 1,1 Oft ads each day, every
individual is affected by these images. "Over 60 bithad|
of advertising has an
every single day of our"
said.
After researching subliminal
seduction for the past 12 years, Key
seems confident that his knowledge
is more than loose theory. To look

him in the eye might cause discomfort at first, as if he is daring you to
dispute his ideas. But once engaged
in conversation, he appears content
to talk about a wide range of subjects as long as a partner is receptive.
His stage presence is solid and one
cannot help but notice his most
distinguishing feature — a bald
head. "I've been accused of shaving
my head for subliminal reasons," he
comments with a big smile.
But upon the screen, things are a
bit more serious. Key displays ads
for Howard Johnson's clams, Miss
Clairol hair coloring, Parkay soft
margarine, cologne, scotch, rum and
whiskey containing the carefully etched images of male genitals, implicit sexual acts, expressive faces
and explicit words.
"Theser are not photographs,"
Key explains. "Artists paint these
ads with an airbrush on a six-foot
canvas, then the ad is reduced to the
size of the magazine.
"We can't even discriminate between real and fake ice cubes. How
e we supposed to know what's gong on in Washington, D.C. or even
in Harrisonburf if we're this easily
deceived?" he reasoned.
The eti^p of subliminal seduction don't stop with the powerful influences of mass advertising. Key
'says subliminals date back to the
days when such theories didn't even
exist.
See KEY, page 9

t
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Dr. Wilton Bryan Kay, an expert on subliminal advertising, gave a
presentation on his theories on the subject In Grafton-Stovall, Tuesday. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Visiting violinist flirts with fame, builds future
By IAN KATZ
Some people — because of their fame —
aren't allowed to walk.
Violinist Eugene Fodor is one of them.
Fodor, 32, always has the eyes of the
classical music world on him. When that
many people are paying attention, even walking becomes impossible. So Sunday, when
Fodor was already 10 minutes late for rehear- sal of Monday night's show with the JMU
Symphony Orchestra, he couldn't simply walk
onto the Wilson Hall auditorium stage and
start fiddling. He had to make an entrance.
Fodor strutted into the auditorium, his
compact body engulfed by a Canadian Wolf
fur coat that left only his face and wavy
brown hair in view. With head and back raised, he glared at the ceiling and floor of the
auditorium as if they were his.
Fodor has been practicing this selfassurance routine since 1974, when he shared
second place with two Soviets in Moscow's In-

•*

ternational Tchaikovsky Competition. No
first place award was given, and Fodor
became the first non-Soviet ever to finish in
the top three of the competition.
By the time he returned to Denver, his
hometown, Fodor was an international music
star. He received gold spurs from the governor of Colorado and a recording contract
from RCA.
Then came the TV cameras.
Fodor's flashing white grin became a
regular sight on Johnny Carson's "The
Tonight Show," which he
has appeared
on 14 times. He has played classics on several
talk shows, including "The Merv Griffin
Show." Fodor even has been a guest on a
John Wayne special and last summer broke
into a pop-rock TV mecca when he played
Paganini's "The Witch's Dance" on NBC's
late night comedy "SCTV."
"I don't feel the business should remain so
aloof from the rest of the world," Fodor said

after the rehearsal. "It's OK to be
sophisticated, but I don't have that lofty attitude. I'll appear on a show like Johnny Carson because it reaches millions of people, so
it's well worth the effort." ,
Do his colleagues — the aloof ones — look
down on him for his commercialism?
"Privately, they do," Fodor said. "But it's
my business what I do."
What Fodor is doing is executing part of a
carefully planned career. In 1974, when he
was 24 and his star first shined, Fodor decided
he wanted a career of longevity. He said he
would avoid being "a flash in the pan."
Although Fodor now says the key to a lengthy
career is simply — "work, play long and play
great" — the TV shows and the yearly
80-concert, 10-month tour schedules are the
real thrust behind his plan. )
See FODOR, page 9
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diversions
Thursday, February 10
"Ronald McDonald House" sponsor night at JM's, also tight jeans
contest.
Cool Rays at The Other Place, $3,
$1.50 for ladies.
Billy Wirtz at Jo's, $1 cover.
First Offense at Scotland Yard,
cover unavailable.
Theta Chi night at The Branding
Iron, cover not available.
Three Wheel Drive (country) at The
Gandy Dancer in The Train Station,
no cover.
Ladies night 2 for 1 in Belle Meade
lounge, d.j. and no cover.
Das Boot in Grafton-Stovall, 7:30
and 10 p.m. SI.50 with I.D.
Coming Attractions in Wampler Experimental Theater, 8 p.m., S2.

Friday, February 11
Earcandy at JM's, $.75 cover.
Roadducks at The Other Place, S3
cover.
Second Wind at Jo's, SI cover.
First Offense at Scotland Yard,
cover not available.
Jerry Campbell and the Five-Star
Band (country) at The Branding
Iron, $3 cover.
Star City (country) at The Gandy
Dancer, $3 cdVet.
d.j. at Belle Meade lounge, $2 cover.
Raiders of the Lost Ark at GraftonStovall, 7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.50 with
ID.

Unless noted, all events begin ai 9 p.m.

Coming Attractions at Wampler
Theater, 8 p.m., $2.

Saturday, February 12
Grateful Dead night, taped live concerts at JM's, SI cover.
Roadducks at The Other Place, $3
cover.
Perpetual Edge at Jo's, SI cover.
First Offense at Scotland Yard,
cover unavailable.
Jerry Campbell and the Five-Star
Band at The Branding Iron, S3
cover.
Star City at The Gandy Dancer, $3
cover.
d.j. at Bell Meade lounge, $2.00
cover.
Raiders of the Lost Ark at GraftonStoval Theater, 7:30 and 10 p.m.,
$1.50 with ID.
Coming Attractions at Wampler, 8
p.m., $2.

Sunday, February 13
Movie night at JM's: Quest for Fire
and The Deer Hunter, $.50 cover.
Open Stage with Mike Rayburn at
Jo's, $1 cover.
Larry Alger (country) at The Gandy
Dancer, 8:30 p.m., $3 cover, $1 for
ladies.
d.j. at Belle Meade lounge, no cover.
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
with Nick Lowe and Paul Carrack,
7:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall.

Monday, February 14
Send flowers to your sweetie —
Valentine's Day!
Men's Night at JM's, Valentine's
Day party.
JMU Jazz and Mexican Night at
Jo's, $1 cover.
d.j. at Belle Meade lounge, no cover.

Movies Around Town

Tuesday, February 15
Rip Cords at The Other Place, cover
not available.
Conception (jazz) at Jo's, $1 cover,
d.j. at Belle Meade lounge, no cover.
My Fair Lady in Grafton-Stovall,
7:30 and 10 p.m., $1.50 with ID.

Wednesday, February 16
Space Sharks at JM's, 9:30 p.m., $1
cover.

w

ItCL

The Empire Strikes Back, George
Lucas' second film in the Star Wars
series, will come to WMRA as a tenpart radio drama beginning Monday
at 9:30 p.m.
The same show will be broadcasted again at noon on February 19,
so younger children will be able to
listen in.
Every new episode will be broad-

f&
v*fr

Loam: Spend March 1983 through
March 1984 learning journalism the
best way possible — working on an
award-winning newspaper. Summer
work is not required.
Earn: All positions shown here are
paid.
Where, wrtan and how:
Resumes should' be sent to Chris
Kouba, The Breeze, communication
arts department by 5 p.m. Friday.
These will be given to the 1983-84
editor, who will be chosen this week.
Cover letters and writing samples
are welcome, but are not required.

Roth 1-2-3:
Best Friends, 7 and 9 p.m.
48 Hours, 7 and 9 p.m.
The Entity, 7 and 9:05 p.m.
all shows $3.75 for adults.

s

casted first on Mondays at 9 p.m. (or
9:30 p.m. after basketball garrfes)
and then be repeated on Saturdays at
noon.
WMRA is broadcasting the show
in affiliation with National Public
Radio. Among the actors involved in
the show are Mark Hamill and Anthony Daniels, who starred in the
movie.

o*>
Photography editor
Photographers
Art editor
Artists

editor
• Newseditoi
Assistant news editor
• Reporters

%

Through February 17:
Virginia Theater:
Tootsie. Don't miss this one. Shows
at 4:30, 7 and 9:10, at 2 p.m. Sat.
and Sun., $3.75 for adults.

Vader, Skywalker and Yoda
coming to WMRA Monday

«*?.
\

Axle at The Other Place, cover not
available.
Cool Rays at Jo's, $1 cover.
Tease (Top 40 rock) at Gandy
Dancer, student night — $1.50 with
ID, $2.00 without.
d.j. at Belle Meade lounge, no cover.

Gopy editors

•/.

• Editorial editor
• Editorial assistant
• Columnists

Paste-up personnel
Ads design manager
Ads designers

• Sports editor
• Assistant sports editor
• Writers

Ad salespeople

• Features editor
• Assistant features editor

Subscription manager

• Writers

r"2 Driver
.Typists

• Wire editor
• Production manager
• Assistant production managers
•

Business secretary
• Editorial secretary

Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday

BM
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Fodor

(Continued from page 7)

Even though Fodor knows TV exposes him to
more people, he realizes it's the long tours that will
determine his musical reputation.
"Some performers could sustain their successes
on whatever good stage presence they have or good
public relations, but not for long," Fodor said.
"I believe that quality will eventually prevail in
setting an artist in his proper place in his career."
Fodor insists that the search for quality does not
put him in competition with other musicians on
stage or in record sales.
"There's no point in feeling that way, even
though it is, in a way, competitive because it's an
esoteric art," he said.
In the Tchaikovsky competition, Fodor was the
show. He received the rythmic applause that means

Do you want .. .

he earned the Moscowites' approval. But a North
Vietnamese judge did not approve of Fodor, and
awarded him five of a possible 25 points. An
average contestant receives 15 points.
Did Fodor think he was robbed?
"Yeah.
"But it didn't matter to me because I'm aware
of politics in international competition," Fodor
said. "Winning an award like that is almost minor
in comparison with sustaining (quality). Anyone
can win prizes. You get awarded by a jury and god
knows what the jury's thinking.
^
"The biggest achievement of my career is not
anything in competition," he said. "It's the traveling over five continents."
Fodor has lived on an 80-acre ranch outside
Denver. He is a sporting type who has owned an
Arabian Horse. When he's not touring, he says he
dedicates his time to racquetball and scuba diving.
"What's different is that in sports, I'm com-

petitive," Fodor said. "I take the competition very
seriously."
It's Monday night after intermission in Wilson
Auditorium and the members of the JMU Cyi."phony Orchestra look very serious. It's time for
the real thing. They've never played with a performer of Fodor's ability, and they're nervous
about it.
But the anticipation is about to end. Fodor is
making his way onstage. His tux tail blows beside
his violin while his hair stays neatly in^lace. He
stands straight and cocks his head as he glides
toward the stage, and then he stares straight into
his audience. A few scattered oooohs of admiration can be heard from the crowd.
Eugene Fodor is ready to play the violin. He
didn't walk on stage, because he is one of the Mw
who have graduated from walking. With that
many people watching, a walk turns into an event.
An entrance.

i

Key

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES

(Continued from page 7)

or
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM-PAPERS

1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Many suggestions and addresses of 154corporations,
41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with openings for summer employment
or internships. Order now. Publication date February 15, 1983.
$5.00
BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORD
EXAMINATION — Proven strategies to increase your score, Many sample questions
$5.00
from previous exams. 228 pages.
Ml
-

IV

INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON ADMISSION
PROCEDURES
AND
THE
GRADUATE
MANAGEMENT
ADMISSION
EXAMINATION - This guide will help! It lists schools that accept part-time students,
C + students, those without accounting and the very selective ones. 190 pages. Bookstore price will be $9.95.
$7.00
f
BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION
TEST (Multistate Bar Examination) — Written by an attorney, Actual questions from
past exams. Many hints, 144 pages.
$7.00
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS - The
best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages.
$10.00

VI

THE TERM PAPER KIT- 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology.
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A— or A
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State University.
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit,
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional
purposes only. Order the kit and see what top students do to get high grades.
$10.00
University Research Services
Department 28
P.O. Box 7739
Phoenix, Arizona 85011

Mail your order to:

Order by number. Enclose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional
to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing
charges.
Send me items

I

IV

II

VI

.Price of books

Name.

.Postage,

Address.
City

(Circle your choice)

.State.

.Zip.

Total

___

As evidence, he offers a 15thcentury painting of the crucifix
tainted with the effects of subliminal
seduction. They were also seen
within the works of Pablo Picasso
and even in the seemingly
wholesome portrayals of American
life that Norman Rockwell is so well
known for.
Subliminal persuasion is prevalent
in forms of the electronic media as
well. "It's almost undetectable In
electronics. They can put material
into soundtracks. Supermarkets will
place a command 40 decibals under
the normal sound level (that humans
can pick up).
"The Beatles introduced a lot of
subliminal ideas into recording.
They didn't do it though; they're not
that, bright. It was engineered into
their music."
Still, an industry's objective remains the same: money. Companies
will give an ad a couple of weeks to
catch on and lift sales. If it doesn't
prove itself in that time, it's pulled
and tossed out. "A company can't
afford to take a chance on a milliondollar investment," Key said.
And while the bucks roll in from a
successful campaign, the morality of
the issue rolls close behind. "It may
or may not be illegal, but it certainly
is immoral. The media is a subversive activity but they go to an extraordinary extent to publicize the
industry. There's nothing they won't
do to make money, no matter how
unpleasant it may be for the (consumer).
"They've admitted (the use of
subliminal seduction) to me privately, but certainly never publicly,"
Key said.
"Fantasy is much bigger than
reality," he continued. "Art is fantasy; it's not real. The artist makes
the assumption that you'll find what
he wants you to find."
One's own reproductive drives are
involved in everything we perceive
about the world, Key said. We're
vulnerable with our sexuality.
Subliminals are around and are a
prevalent part of numerous industries. Look around for them.
They're there — whether you think
you see them or not-.

i
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Sports
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Rams topple JMU with late rally, 59-53
By STEVE LOCKARD
RICHMOND — The JMU basketball team
played well, but not well enough Wednesday night,
as Virginia Commonwealth came from behind to
defeat the Dukes 59-53.
The Rams outscored JMU 18-6 in the final 6:17
to record their eighth staight victory before a
crowd of 5,900 at the Richmond Coliseum.
"We played an excellent game, but VCU just
played a super game," JMU coach Lou Campanelli said following the loss, JMU's third
straight on the road.
"If you play that way on the road, 90 percent of
the time you win. But tonight 90 percent efficiency
wasn't good enough to beat VCU.
"This was our best road effort by far. It's a
shame to play that well and lose."
And the Dukes did play well. They led
throughout the game and had a 47-41 advantage
with 6:17 remaining. But from that point on, it was
VCU's ball game.

Calvin Duncan, who finished with a game-high
16 points, hit four straight free throws to cut the
JMU lead to 47-45 with 4:45 remaining.
Then came the big turnaround. Charles Fisher's
fastbreak layup bounced off the rim and at the
other end of the court, Fred Brown picked up a
loose ball in the lane and scored. He was fouled
and his three-point play gave VCU a 48-47 lead
with 4:08 left in the game.
The Dukes did not fold, however, as Keith
Bradley was fouled after getting an offensive rebound. Bradley hit two free throws with 2:59 left
to put JMU back on top 49-48.
But that was it for the Dukes as they went cold
and were forced to foul. The Rams, the nation's
12th best free throw shooting team, hit eight
straight clutch free throws to ice the game.
For a while though, the Dukes (11-9 and 3-8 on
the road) looked like they were going to get a much
needed road victory.
Despite having to play without Dan Ruland

most of the time, JMU led 27-24 at half and led by
as much as six several times.
Ruland scored eight points before picking up his
third foul with 8:37 left in the first half. Ruland's
second and third fouls came within 25 seconds of
each other and he wasn't pleased with either of the
calls.
"I think they were ridiculous," Ruland said.
"Charles Fisher heard one of the refs say 'give 40
anything you can.' I think they had it in their mind
to get me out of the game."
Ruland finished the game with 11 points in just
25 minutes of action. He was joined in double
figures by Derek Steele with 11 and Fisher with 10.
David Dupont continued his hot shooting, hitting all three of his shots. Dupont, who has hit 16
of his last 21 field goal attempts, finished the game
with six points as did Bradley and Bob Donohoe.
The Dukes will return to Richmond Saturday
night to play the University of Richmond in an important ECAC South contest.

Women's basketball

UVa edges Dukes, 56-51
By EDDIE ROGERS
The JMU women's basketball team has
suffered from lack of height this season
and its record shows it.
Once again Wednesday night the Dukes
were outrebounded by a substantial
margin (40-25) and lost to the University
of Virginia, 56-51, at the JMU Convocation Center.
Without a player over 6-feet, the Dukes
had trouble keeping the Cavaliers off of
the offensive boards. Debbie Young, the
Cavalier's 6-foot-2 inch center, accounted
for 10 rebounds and scored 13 points,
mainly on offensive rebounds.
JMU is now 5-14 and UVa is 14-7.
After falling behind 10-6, JMU
outscored UVa 14-2 behind some good

defense and fine outside shooting. Mary
Gilligan hit two long jumpers and Michele
James hit a 15-footer to put JMU ahead
20-12.
The aggressive Cavalier defense sparked a rally and the Cavaliers trailed by just
one at the half, 26-25.
Neither team could break away in the
second half until Virginia opened up a
seven-point lead with 14:32 at 35-28 after
the Cavalier fastbreak accounted for three
field goals.
The Duke offense then got hot, scoring
on its next seven possessions to cut the
lead to three, 46-43.
Anastasio answered with two jumper to
help the Cavaliers build the lead back up
to sue with three minutes to play and the
Dukes couldn't overcome the deficit.

Wrestlers beaten by VMI;
injury-filled year continues
By TIM DANCY
LEXINGTON — The JMU wrestling
team suffered perhaps its worst defeat of
the season Wednesday night, losing to the
Virginia Military Academy 25-16.
Not only did the loss drop JMU's
record to 5-5-1, but the Dukes also lost
freshman sensation Tony Gentile with a
knee injury which may might put him out
for the season.
Gentile was moved up one weight class
— as were several JMU wrestlers to accomodate for the absence of injured
177-pounder Dan Corbin.
Wrestling against Ben Walker at 150
pounds, Gentile's right knee buckled
under him during the first few seconds of
the match. Walker was awarded a default
as Gentile was carried from the mat.
Wrestling trainer John McMullen was
unsure of the specific nature of Gentile's

injury. Late Wednesday night, McMullen
said, 'We're going to see the doctor
tomorrow and I can't say anything for
sure until then."
The team was just rebounding from the
scare caused by an ankle injury to Corbin
last weekend. The original diagnosis of
the injury suggested Corbin would be out
for the season.
But the four-time state champion's injury was not not as bad as the team earlier
believed. McMullen said that, "Corbin
simply has a sprained ankle. It's hard to
say when he will be back, but he will
definitely be ready by region time (last
week of Feb.)"
The Dukes won the last two matches of
the meet as Brian Stewart moved up to
190 pouinds and pinned his opponent in
1:18 and heavyweight Dave St an ton overcame defecits of 3-0 and 7-5 to win 14-8.

JMU freshman Susan Flynn (30) had nlns points and fhre
rebounds In ths Dukes' loss to Virginia Wsdnosday. (Photo
by Chris Splvey)
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Debbie Lung of JMU (left) competes In her bout with UVa's Marlanna Tlmmons In JMU's 9-7 win Wednesday.
Lung won two of four bouts as JMU Improved Its record to 5-8. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
,

The

Other Place
proudly presents

THURS.: "COOL RAYS"
Ladies Night
FRI & SAT: THE "ROADDUCKS"

Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233

29 South Liberty St.

One Block From Court Square

HEALTH CENTER HOURS
7 a.m.- 9 p.m.
433-6177
Birth Control Information
433-6941
Tues.&Thurs.
Wednesday

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
9 a.m.-2 p.m.

Visiting Hours
7 days a week 6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.- 4 p.m.

Pod Distributing

Verona, Va.
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iportsfile
Schedule

Men's
basketball

MDAY

■ WreeWng — South Cirollni Slat* College, Howard
nlveralty in Godwin Hall, 7 p.m.
■ Womtn'i baakatMll — Duke Unlvaraity In trie Concation Canter. 7:30 p.m.
■n'a awlmmtng — at Unlvaraity of Richmond, 3

■a.

tWonun'i eerlmmlna, — at University ot Richmond,
|:30 p.m.
► Woman'» oymnaatlca — at Univaratly ot Maryland, 7
l.m.
►Women'e tree* — away meat with U.S. Naval
cadamy, Trenton State Collaga, Georgetown Unlver-

JMU 53
lg
ma
1-1
2-3
34
39
4-7
34
34
0-2
0-1

H
ma
1-2
2-2
5-8
«4
34
04
0-2
04
04

Playaf
Jackaon ...
Bradley...
Ruland ...
Flaher
Steals
Dupont ....
Donohoe ..
Each
Boler

mln
25
28
25
13
29
31
22
6
3

TOTALS

200 1t-M 16-20

• 9*
2

21

«p

3
6

5
5
2
1
4
2
1
0

11
10
11
6
6
0
0

6 22

63

thern Region. His team is currently
ranked third in the state with a 15-2
record.
"He's a shooter, and a scorer, an
extraordinary athlete with great
quickness and leaping ability. He
scores with ease," said assistant
coach John Thruston of Brent.
"This completes our recruiting of
guards and we've signed our top
three choices at guard."

Women's
basketball

ITURDAY
-Men'e beeketbeN - at Unlvaraity ot Richmond, 7:30

i.m.

►Woman'a ewlmmlng — at Old Dominion Unlvaraity,
n'a ewlmmlng — at Old Dominion Unlvaraity, 3

IONOAY
-Men', beeketball — American Unlvaraity, Convocai Cantar, 7:30 p.m.
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ma
54
64
1-2
6-16
1-2
2-4
0-1
04
04

min
37
29
24
37
31
26
13
2
1

TOTALS

200 21-42 17-22

•

24

P«

13
14
4
16
4
6
0
0
0

[116 — Munno (V) won by forfeit
126 — Harrlgan (J) d. Wllaon, 84
134 — Ralner (B) d. Carmlchael, 114
142 — Ehrenberger (V) d Rugglee, 104
' 150 — Walker (V) won by default
156 — Green (V) d. Qallo, 114
167 — Bair (J) t. Waltz, 44
177 — Cheeks (J) t. Knarr, 04
190 — Stewart (J) p Northrup. 1:16
Hvw — Stanton (J) d. Long, 144
Key — d.-declalon, p.-pln.

Player
Flynn
Maraden...
Jamaa
Qllllgan ...
Manelakl ..

mln
26
35
40
40
25

lg
ma
14
1-1
6-15
5-10
34

It
ma
74
04
1-2
04
2-2

Bloae

22

1-2

04

Deren

12

34

1-2

TOTALS

200 2044 11-14

a

JMU 8

pl
2
13
10
8
2
7

26

S 22

61

■

IP
9
13
2
19
6
4
2
1
0
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Wrestling
VMI25, JMU 16

The JMU fencing team won one
match and lost one in competition
this week.
JMU lost to Randolph Macon
Women's College Monday at
RMWC on touches against. Each
team won eight bouts, but JMU
fencers scored only 53 touches compared to 59 for RMWC.
At home Wednesday, the fencers
defeated the Univesity of Virginia
club team 9-7 to improve their
record to 5-8.

JMU 51

It
m-a
34
2-2
2-5
44
2-2
44
04
04
04

Player
FBrown....
MBrown ...
Schlegel...
Duncan
Lamb
Corker
Davis
Mclntoah ..
Evana

Fencing

Debbie Lung 3-1
Barbara Murphy 2-2
Leslie Krtchln 2-2
Arlene Davla 1-1
Margaret Howtand 0-2

RMWC 8
Clark 2-2
Ingram 2-2
Bevlna 2-2
Copplnga 2-2

Vlrfllnls 56

Recruiting
Eric "Boo" Brent, a 6-foot-3
guard from Alexandria, Va., has
made a verball commitment to attend JMU next year.
Brent is averaging 24 points per
game for Mount Vernon High
School to lead the Group AAA Nor-

Player
Grimes .
Young.
Reese
Anaataalo
Sllloway ..
Campbell .
Lewis ....
McKone ..
Soukup...

mln
32
27
26

m-a
4-9
6-11
1-2

34
36
20
12
9
5

7-12
3-10
2-7
1-2
0-1
04

II
m-a
14
14
M
04
54
0-1
04
04
14
04

TOTALS

200 2444

6-19

tg

3
10
4

40

P«
2
i ■ :3
0 2
1
2
5
0
1
1

1

10 17

JMU 9
Leslie Kltchln 3-1
Margaret Howland 24
Debbie Lung 2-2
Bart) Murphy 2-2
Arlene Davla 0-2
Virginia 7
Marianne Tlmmona 3-1
Polly Dlxon 2-2
Haley Murphy 1-3
June Hastings 3-1

\

Say it with a

Valentines
Balloon Bouquet
Sand red balloons bobbing around a translucent helium heart, or be daring with our Purpie Passion bouquet (deep purple balloons
delivered with your passionate message!)

I'm Sid E. Slicker, and I im
pleased to offer for tale a limited
edition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE
CERTIFICATES OF
OWNERSHIP!

balloons
around 433-0054
fown

Each II" x 15" two color cert ificate
grants the right in nubibu* to one
uncommon share of the Brooklyn
Bridge with all the rights and
privilege* that entails.

Whether you are a college student
or a corporate executive you
cannot find a better investment
for your humor portfolio than one
of these signed, numbered, and
registered certificates.

YLV Sid! I want 10 buy (hf Brooklyn
Bride;!-; Srml mr
.
irrnfii aiHil I
hiv» mrluard f S 00 for each icniiKai*(ppd ) for • total of «
MM(I rntdrnii add applicable uln lai
iei(i»/a.<lion gumrmnlrti

Send «imj*m «r lai Mitiilr iu.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
P.O. Box 1882
Dearborn. MI 48121

LEARN TO FLY
The First Step
New Market Airport's

FAA APPROVED
Private Pilot Ground School
Begins February 17

$10 Off For Early Registration
Call 740-8707 For Details
New Market Airport Corp.

^SNMAC

%3

^

We want to help you look "SPECIAL"
v
*<i
for ^at special day!

Juniors, Seniors, &
Graduate Students

VAip
V
OA

Zales is offering you
a chance to open a Special Student
Charge Account. At Zales Jewelers,
you can establish your credit and
take care of your gift giving needs
all in one easy step. Come into the
Valley Mall store to apply.

54 S. Main (near the theater)

JIFFY 66 AND MARKET
Busch 6 pk
$2.19
Old Mill 6 pk. cans
$209
National 6 pk. cans
$1-59
Blue Ribbon Boomers
$8.50 plus deposit
Old Mill long necks ....._
$6.99 plus deposit
Miller Lite cans
$2.39
Kegs: Busch
1 / 2 keg $27.95
Old Mill
1 / 2 keg $25.95 1 / 4 keg $15.95
Blue Ribbon
1 / 4 keg $15.95
Miller & Lite
1 / 2 keg $31.95 1 / 4 keg $20.95
Pepsi Light & Free
3 cans for99e
Cigarettes
Reg.$5.99 100's $6.29
Dorltos
"*
Ice 10 lb
99*
Coffee every day
*
10$ a cup
The Phillips 66 on Port Road
JMU Checks Accepted

Student ■ $400 Limit
Employed Student - $800 Limit

ZALES
The>Diamond Store
Valley Mall

433-8559
■

•

1

BE KIND TO
YOUR VALENTINE

FAMOUS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
SALAD BAR

Red Corduroys by
LEVI and LEE
$11.97
Assorted sizes from 27-34

USDA CHOICE MEAT
CUT FRESH DAILY
FULL MENU TAKEOUT SERVICE
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
11AM-4PM
HOURS:

Sweaters For Your Sweetheart
Men's Sweaters and Shirts
ALL 1 / 2 PRICE
Levi, Wrangler and Campus

SUNDAY-THURSDAY, 11AM-10PM
FRIDAYSATURDAY, 11AM11PM
.—_/>

All Women's Shirts & Blouses
1/2 PRICE

433-8680

1

1580
VQV
"•f ,

T

1

TkeBoAjStofc
The Purple Building on Court Square
Open Daily )©&30 Sat. 10-5
Open Friday Nights Until 9:00

S. MAIN ST.
Faftl

> Steak Hou

se

VS^*4>-JJ

Are you

in love?

t
*

In like?
Or simply
in lust?

IT
*

f

■

*

m

i
{
IT

Monday is Valentine's Day and now is the time to
let that special person know you care.
Flowers may wilt and candy may cause cavities,
but a

i
I

I

M

Breeze Valentine personal
will last in his or her heart forever.
Be romantic; be creative. Send one anonymously,
just for fun!

im

Simply fill out your Valentine message below, put it in an envelope
with payment ($1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words, etc.) and mail it
to:
Valentine personals
The Breeze
Communication arts department
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Campus mail

1

.

Give the most personal Valentine's Day gift
you can give — a Breeze Valentine personal.

fx

——————————————————.»«__«. _.j
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Claesif led ada In The Breeze cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
paymsnt Is needed.
Dsadllnes are noon Friday for
Monday'a Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may me mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts department, James Madison University, Harrlsonburg VA 22807, or may be delivered
to The Breeze office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South
Main streets.
Categories Include personals, for sale,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
roommates, lost, and found.

ANO1H6R0N6/

FERAC0UR£O'MAJ0R
fAOVERS UK6 U5 7

seAreetr^wpy,

YDWZA/VWHW/

I'M COMfAl'

y« my..

-THAT'5 towe swacy
GARBAGE BAG VER
YOUUGUR€P
FRVTTCAKE.

classified

Help wanted
oo/.

Process mall at home! $30 per hundred!
No experience. Part or full time. Start Immediately. Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Haiku Distributors,
115 Wslpalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 96708.

ORwwe?

Overseas Jobs — Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $50041200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write UC, Box 52-VA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92525.
Part-time dispatcher. Slng/gultar. Madcaps Singing Tslegram Service. 433-1599.

Services
8K.?..91EvE7
THAT'5 KEN 16 hWflflU
nNISBYmV
iCGwr.c£r"& WHERE'/
MY CAR
WALK HOME.
Keys.'

coNapewNOTrie //v* T
ORCUM3TANCE5, , VSrH^Sr
iHAveaAcw WANTHWe

Abortion — outpatient services, b|rt.h
control and options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services — a clinic for women.
Conveniently located near 1-81 In
Hagerstown, MD. For Information or appointment call collect (301) 733-2400.

BARTENDER/

I PIPN'T
HAVE ANY
F0CKET5

WORRY.. I'VE GOT
IHEMWfTHMe.

ecrweA

SHARP PARING
KNIFE.-

MMPH/

Typing Service — 19 years experience.
.90 per page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Valentine's Day — something REALLY
special! Madcaps Singing Telegram Servlce. 433-1599.
Professional Interior painting. Quality
work at affordable prices. 6 years experience. Free estimates. No Job too
small. Kevin, 433-3157

md

2T^ mce.Aio WCT
AND "A*/ CAN AtWATfS
FIND A SCAT.

Lost

by Chris Wheipley

The Generic Collegian

Ka«H? »vf I Of

softw/TY
A4RT/fS Age GQprrJ
THESE

ft OUT OVER/

STEAK AG*H! X OJOMMK.
VHY THEy NeveR senvc
CHK.KEM AhTfMOR€?

A

Young male cat Gold and white. Collar
and ID. Reward. 434-4516.
Small maroon wallet containing pictures
and Identification. Jackie, 4014.

i YEAM.ANO T«f
MOSC/S

For sale

i>

Affordable, luxurious and fully furnished
townhouse for JMU students. Walk to
campus. 896-1500 or 1-856-2181 and ask
for Rich Church or Dave Perault.
Surplus |MUI, cars and trucks available.
Many sell for under $200. Call
312-742-1142 ext. 5090 for Information on
how to purchase.
Crosscountry ski shoes, almost new, size
12.120. Call 433-1071.
_£KJ>

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland

5! CHRIST'S JAKC , GCO*.*€ , JUST*! NO >A35 fP*THl5 QMC 5©N*)
^~W«» rM/NK. TMC FIRST J>fce5.DEMT eF pfc
- UN»r«» STATES u*>i»tO HM/e^ His CMOiCc
OF LUMIcH PA^T HE- U/X*JT£D T&Sirt*...
L-» you ftCMeAtgcA THA-T?{

Graham's Shoe Service haa a free pair of
boots for you when buying two pair. Gals
and guys Western, Insulated and work
boots. Bring a friend. 111 North Liberty

Street.

[

Olivetti "Lexlkon 83" typewrltsr, 4 typing
elements, 11 ribbon carts, and carrying
case. Like new. $225. 4336702 evenings.
Avon — call for free brochure, samples.
Campus delivery. Nail polish, $1.75;
shsmpoo, $1.25; maks up half price;
more. 289-5775.
Backpack _ cannendale Wyman's
camel, large capacity, fully adjustable,
excellent condition. $75. Call 4334036,
ask for Dwlght.
Firewood — Winter's a long way from being over. Get seaaoned, split oak
delivered for $55/ cord, $35/half cord. If
you pick up, sava $10 to $15. 434-2451
after 3 p.m. and weekends.

Wanted
TH!!rJ?r Scl" "Venture stories. Csll
433-2169 after 7 p.m. Mon-Frl.
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classified
Saxophone play** for New Wave band
Call Dave, 434-1760.
Female to share houee with same. 1V.
miles from campus. $105 plus. 433-3511.

For rent
Harris Gardens Apartments. Students
welcome. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms start at
$222 per month. All utilities Included. 1
year leases. Hours: 9-5 Mon-Frl. Contact
Bob Rivera, 434-6569.
Campus Visitors: Rent Massanutten
chalet. Rate: Weekends, weekdays,
weekly. 434-825©.

Personals
Congratulations to the new OX pledges
and little sisters. Love, The Theta Chi little Sisters.

Lonely romantic seeks single red rose
and/or package of Oreo's for a perfect
Valentine's day. Interested? Box 3449,
Rosey.
^
Send someone special a heart-shaped
Valentine's cake for only $2.50. Include a
personal message) Send the message,
your name, receiver's name, address and
phone number to Klmber, Box 376, by
Feb. 11. Free on-campus delivery only.
Dear Mike - You're a wonderful husband — I love you. Claim.
Road Ducks — Friday and Saturday,
February 11 and 12. The Other Place.
Johnny Sportcoat and the Casuals — Friday, February 25. The Other Place.
Kurt — Happy belated birthday. 19? Not
20? Huh. MWF Sophomore.
Bourgelos Plga — Off the rocks, later,
after we eat I Mike.

Home Economics — We offer morel!
We'll do almost anything for money —
Call Scooter or Buckwheat at 4246 or
4146. Really!
Donna — Thank you for a wonderful
weekend. Kisses and hugs. Love, Scott.

Renting or buying an apartment?
Discover Human Shelter — Home Ec
Dept.
Leem to design your &wn home — Interlor Environment — Home Ec Dept.
Drees for suooeae — Fashion Merchandlslng — Home Ec Dept.
Home Economics — We offer moral I

Missy — Best of luck In COMING ATTRACTIONS ("greatest thing since
digital watches" — Rex Reed) and a
super Valentine's Day to una senorlta
magnlflca. Ardently yours, Big Quy.
A.J. - Hey dudel Happy 21st birthday!
Only 19 more 'til we tie the knot (ha, hal)
Love ya lots, R.
Schaetfer City Guys — What a weekend
— 5 cases.. Thanksl The Drunks tram
R.E.H. — Happy Valentine's Day Lovel
Wish I was there. We'll make our own In
March. I.L.Y.! P.W.M.

Joanne — Thanks so much for the
flowers — they're beautiful and so u»
you I I love you. Your Roomie.
Happy belated to OX babes: Todd and
Walter. Happy birthday to OX February
babes: Kevin, Stu N. and Phil W. Luv, OX
Uttka Sisters.
Birthday card shower. Barry W. Lambert,
Feb. 18. Arran House, 77 Qower St., LondonWCI, England.
Avoid Insurance and car rlpoffsl Family
Finance — Home Ec Dept.

announcements
Events
Wampter Theatre — "Coming Attraction," a
comedy by Ted Tally will be presented Feb. 10.11.12
and 13 at 8 p.m. In Wampler Experimental Theatre. Ad
mission It 82.
The Navigators are having a fellowship rally Feb.
12 at 8 p.m. on the mezzanine of the WCC The theme la
God and My Studlee: How Can I Do It All?"
Catholic CampiM Ministry — Saturday maaa
Is held at 5 p.m. In room 0 of the WCC.
Sunday misses are held at 10:30 am and noon In
the Ballroom of the WCC

Music performances — JMU Wind Ensemble
will perform Feb. 10 at 8 p.m. In Wilton Auditorium.
Student recital with Elizabeth Ptppas Lee, vocal, will
be Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. In Anthony Seegor Auditorium.
Faculty recital with Sally Lance, vocal, will be Feb.
12 at 3 p.m. In Wilton Auditorium.
Faculty recital with Kenneth Melalnger playing the
tuba will be Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. In Wilton Auditorium.
Contemporary Music Festival Feb. 14,15 and 16(All
day and evening) In Wilton Auditorium end AnthonySeeger Auditorium.
Kappa PI Art Fraternity it sponsoring ■ but trip
to the Washington D.C. galleries Feb. 12 from 7 a.m. to
9 30 p.m. Sign-up will be until Fab. 11 In the JMU art
department office. There la $8.50 bua fee required at
tlgn-up time. For Information call 4334218.

Kwik
Car Wash
Kenmore Street
Behind Arby's
2 Automatic Bays
5 Self Service

ALL YOU CAN EAT SALAD BAR
$1.89
with this coupon
Limit one with coupon
EXPIRES 2/16/83

Placement center — CP&P workshops: "Getting
Your Act Together" will be Feb.17 from 1: 45 to 2:45
pjrv "How to Oat Your Foot In the Door," a workshop
dealing with the obstacles you mey lace In getting end
Interview, will be held Feb. 14 from 9 to 10 a.m. "Interview Preptrtatlon" will be Feb. 18 from 10 to 11 a.m.
Returns Writing" will be Feb. 11 from 10 to 11 a.m."
Writing Applications for Teaching Positions," will be Feb. IS from 1:45 to 2 45 p.m. Sign up In advance In the
CP&P office for all workshops.
"Move Over My I lead Hurts," an Informal queetlon
and answer teuton focualng on the nlt-plcky points of
Interviewing, will be held Feb. 14 from 7 to 8 p.m. In the
CP&P Interview center.
The following Job connections will be posted Fab. 14
for one weak: A.H. Robins Co., Richmond, Va. la interested In chemlttry ma|ors; Hercules, Wlllmlngton,
Del. It Interetted In chemlttry majors for technical
sales; Mllllken & Co., Spartanburg, 8.C. la Interetted In
chemlttry or ma|ora with 2 years of chemeetry; MX
Byproducts. Welkersvllle. MD. la Interested In biology,
chemlttry, marketing, medical tech, accounting,
management and technical writing. If your resume
matches, bring one copy tor each sign-up.
Summer Jobe: Camp Placement Oay will be Fab. 14.
Interviewing will begin at 9 a.m. and contlue until 2
p.m. on a drop-In basis In the South Ballroom of the
WCC.
PhyslCS seminar — Dr. Dwlght FILielmone from
Jamaa Madison University and University of Virginia
will present a seminar called "Slmultaneeoue DualChannel Data Acquisition Syitem for Pletma
Diagnostics," Feb. 14 at 4:30 p.m. In Miller Hall, room
109.
Beptlst Student Union — collage - Love
Feast," a light dinner and fellowship Feb. 13 at 5:30. $1
charge.
Women Interetted In exercise class contact Mary at
5857
Men Intereeted In weight lifting, contact Cllve at
4846
Anyone Interetted In playing Softball contact David
al 7188.

American Christian Theatre and catholic

Camput Ministry will preeent "Godapatl," Feb. 17
thrugh Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. In Wampler Experimental
Theatre. There will be a 2 p.m. performance on Feb. 20.
Tickets are $2 and are on aale thle week end next week.
Monday through Friday from 3 to 8 p.m. in the P.O lobby of the WCC.
Alt activities — Sawhlll Gallery, Jan. 24 to Feb.
17: "Reproduced Matterplecea from the National
Palace Museum, Taipei. Taiwan, Republic of Chine."
This exhibition contains fineexamplee of Chinese art.
Rim series: Eight "Shock of the New" hour long
lllmt with discussions following led by JMU art faculty
are being presented by Kappa PI Art Fraternity every
Monday night through March 14 at 7:30 p.m. In room
A200 of the Duke Fine Arts building
Planetarium program — "The Loneliness Factor" will open at the JMU Planetarium In Millar Hall.
The program wi!: be preeented et 7 end 8 p.m. each
Thursday through Fab. 24. For more Information contact the JMU physics department at 4334109.

Attention Faculty — A position has coma
available on the Honor Council Advisory Board. Any
faculty member Interested In being a member of this
board for the remainder of this semester pleaae con
tact Dr. Raymond Dlngledlne.
PI Sigma Alpha , the Political Science Honor
Society, la now accepting applications for membership. Anyone Intereeted should come by the political
science department office In Maury Hall or saa Dr.
Knlckerbam In Maury Q-B, aft Fab. 11.

Notice from Hie poet office — Man incorrect
ly addressed will be returned to the tender If known,
otherwise It will be placed In the Dead Letter Box and
discarded attar thirty days
Surveys must comply with procedures established
by the Vice President of Student Affaire.
Campus mall sent to students muet contain the correct post office box number.
Student to student mall must be In a 8 3/8 x 3 5/8 or
larger envelope.
Campus mall will not be ueed to advertise personal
or other business ventures.
Candy or food Items can not be sent through campus mall. Items of this type will be discarded

General
The University Writing Lab offers individual
ed help to students working on papers or reports, studying for essay exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar or preparing to take the ORE, LSAT
or QMAT. For more Information call Mrs Hosklna at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 209. Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Drinking age — The General Aaaembly le contlderlng raising the drinking ege to 21. If you feel
, strongly about this, writs your senator. Senators' ad
dresses ere available In the dorm offices. SQA office
and the commuter student office.
Escort Service — The fraternities of Aipn.
Rho and Theta Chi are ottering a tree excorl servl
The operational hours are as follows: AXP, Mondsy
through Thursday from 9 until midnight, phone 5394;
Theta Chi, Friday through Saturday from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m. and Sunday from 9 until midnight, phone 5796 or
5867.

Meetings
JMU Ski Club meets every Monday at 6 p.m. In the
North Ballroom of the WCC.
Phi Beta Lambda Business Club is having s
dinner meeting Feb. 18 at 5 p.m. In the Shenandoeh
Room of Chandler Hall. The cost le $2.25 for members
with dinner contracts
Caving Club will meet Thursday et 8 p.m. In
Jackson 1B. New members are welcome.

33 E at 1-81

Don 9t forget;
Valentine's Day personals are due by noon
Friday.
Send yours now!
•

R0ADDUCKS
appearing at

THE OTHER PLACE
i

FRI&SAT.FEB. 11&12
•^T

434-9233
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Viewpoint-

Fix dorm fire policy

by Mike Mitchell

Smoke II
When — Harrisonburg Fire Chief William
Austin says "if" is not the word — a major fire occurs, his strategy at JMU will be "to head off major life loss. We'll probably have to sacrifice some
property to do it." — Richmond Times Dispatch,
Feb. 3.
Austin is referring to JMU's procedure for
reporting a dorm fire: Student senses Fire; student
pulls fire alarm or contacts residence hall staff
member; residence hall staff member investigates;
residence hall staff member determines there is a
fire; residence hall staff member calls campus
security; campus security arrives and determines
there is a fire; campus security contacts fire station.
This procedure takes time — too much time.
Time is a fire's friend. In the minutes it takes this
reporting process to occur, a fire that earlier could
have been contained now might be a blaze that
claims life and property.
We understand the reasoning behind JMU's
reluctance to give residence hall staff the OK on
direct calls to the fire station. Safety Director
Richard Garber said JMU annually has
"thousands of calls, a very small percentage of
which are a fire. If I called (the fire department)
every time we got a call ... the fire department
would have to stay on campus."
Two changes are necessary: false alarms need to
be stopped and residence hall staff should be told
to call the fire department in case of fire.
Pulling a false alarm is playing with people's
lives. If false alarms become common, many
students will not leave their rooms when the alarm
goes off. If penalties were stricter, violations
would decrease.
University policy states that pulling a false alarm
brings a $50 Fine and unlimited probation. The
penalty should be expulsion — period. And the offender should be dealt a criminal charge as well.
Residence hall staff members should be instructed to call the fire department first during a
fire, and let its trained personnel decide the extent
of a. fire and what should be done about it. Some
head residents have told us they might call firemen
before campus police. University policy should require them to do so.
We appreciate JMU's concern for the comfort
of the local firemen. But we agree with Austin —
the man who knows fires and would have to deal
with false as well as real emergencies — that safety,
not comfort, is the first priority.
The above editorial was written by Th* Br—zts
editorial editor, Greg Henderson. It Is the opinion of
Henderson; the editor, Chris Kouba; the managing
editor, Jill Howard; and editorial assistant, Ross
Richardson.

Letters policy
The Breeze welcomes letters to the
editor. Address them to the editorial
editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger HaH,
JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or through
campus mail.
All letters should be typed and include
your name and telephone number for
verification. Letters are subject to editing.

,

Job prospects are not
as crappy as we're told
By LISA JENNINGS
We hear it on the news, read it in the papers, and
see it on the streets.
Our professors, parents and friends tell us the
same thing — there are no jobs out there.
The economy is bad. The unemployment rate
stands at a startling 10.4 percent, and, yes, it is
hard to find work.
But if college students are continually told their
futures are bleak, then their futures will be bleak.
Perhaps I am an optimist, but I have to insist
things can't be as bad as people say. There are jobs
to be found by college graduates from all majors.
Jobs for those willing to look for them.
What happened to the hope and encouragment
professors and parents are supposed to instill in the
beating hearts of today's youth? We bounce into
college, ready and willing to prepare for a future
that only a college education can give. And we
come out defeated, before we have even begun.
Dreams are a vital part of self motivation. We
all have dreams. Many dream of the cozy suburban
lifestyle. But without a job, that image remains a
dream. And without the dream, the job may not be
found.

A man in Pompano Beach, Fla. had a dream.
He started a business that rented out portable
toilets for concerts and construction sites. He named these toilets, and the business he had started,
Jiffy Johns.
Within a year, the business was a corporation.
Jiffy Industries, Incorporated. The company's
stock turned in the year's best performance on the
American stock exchange.
The conversion was a result of the innovation of
Edward J. Roy, chairman of Jiffy Industries, Inc.
Roy acted on an idea to turn waste from the firm's
portable Johns into fertilizer.
The Jiffy Plan turned lowly businessmen into
envied heads of a conglomeration. They are rich,
and getting richer.
Now I ask you, isn't that inspiring? It is a classic
case of the American Dream: A man has a dream
that turns sewage into silver. Now he can sit on his
porta-throne while the rest of the world goes to
pot.
I wonder what his major was in college.
Lisa Jennings is a senior majoring in sociology.
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^Readers' Forum
Club sports: Struggling for respect
To the editor:
My concern is one many students
share — club sports. I have been at
JMU for four years and it is time someone spoke up.
Last year I met with Dr. Leotus
Morrison, director of women's
sports, about the possibility of
Women's softball becoming a varsity sport. This year I met with
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers, on
the same topic. Both were cordial,
but that is as far as it went. They told
me in the past they had been involved in softball and baseball, and
could understand my frustrations.
I'm glad they feel my disappointment, but little is being done to
change the status of four club-teams
here. If anyone really cared he or she
would call team members to see how

the teams are doing, show up at a
game, or at least volunteer ideas for
fundraising and get them on the way
to varsity status.,
I understand that softball will not
become a varsity sport in the near
future, but I don't understand the
disrespect club teams are given. Last
week several team members and
myself were kicked out of Godwin
Hall and told that softball members
were never allowed to practice in any
indoor facility.
It makes me laugh. The basketball
and track teams have a new Convocation Center and Godwin Hall is
left for other teams — club teams
not included! Half of Godwin's gym
is open for people to play basketball,
but no time can be given to club
sports.

Teaching:
There are jobs in
special education
To the editor:
I have just finished reading, with great
interest, the Feb. 3 supplement to The
Breeze, Steppin* Out, which focused on
career oppurtunities in various fields.
In particular, I was interested in Steve
Church's article which dealt with the
declining need for teachers. I realize that
job opportunities, in education in general,
are becoming fewer and fewer and many
trained as teachers will be unable to find
work in that fidd in the next several years.
However, I must emphasize his statement
that "job opportunity looks favorable for
certain
specialized
areas
pf
teaching . . . spedal education."
Yes, the job opportunities are
"favorable" in special education; most
notably in the fields of emotional disturbance, learning disabilities, and severely
handicapped. In fact, it is obvious to me
that we have a shortage of teachers in these
areas.
I receive calls each month from public
school administrators who have been
unable to fill positions in these areas and
from others who have openings in them.
Moreover,, many, many of these administrators, hope they can, fill their openings with JMU graduates and prefer them
to graduates from any other school.
Persons who "have always wanted to be
a teacher" or who "just have an interest in
teaching" might think about a major in
special education, The job openings in this
field are abundant, we have an excellent
program in special education, and the work
with exceptional children is very,rcwarding.
Dr. David E. Herr,
Special Education department

I feel helpless, as I'm sure others
do. Incidentally, the administrator
who told us to leave the gym said the
message came from Ehlers. But
when I confronted Ehlers, he said he
had no idea that we had been in the
building. First it is disrespect, now it
is a lie— what next.?
The problem goes deeper for the
few members left on the softball
team. We don't have school respect
but we do have-respect from teams in
the state. We have always been a
challenging, competitive team, and
severed members have even been offered scholarships to other schools.
Unfortunately, with new NCAA
rules, our team is finding it hard to
gather a schedule. Varsity teams in
the state receive no credit for competing against club teams. Why

should they waste their time?
How does a club team earn respect
when their record isn't enough?
How does a club team earn the
respect of their university's athletic
department? Where do we go from
here? I hope someone has some
answers for future JMU athletes.
Anne Sumser
Editor's note: Athletic Director
Dean Ehlers said "some decisions
had to be made concerning dab
teams because of budget limitations
and inflation." Ehlers said facilities
would be made availible to the dab
teams if it were possible. He said the
teams do receive some funds through
the recreation department.

Pushing plagiarism

Term paper ad tempts students
To the editor:
As I paged through Thursday's issue of The
Breeze, I was disappointed to see one of the advertisements that I feel has no place in a college
newspaper. On page 13 there was an ad entitled
"Summer Employment — Higher Examination
Scores — or Higher Grades on Your Term
Papers."
This ad is another term-papers-for-sale scheme.
I am not implying that the average JMU student
will write away for his her own term paper (which
is plagiarism in the most severe form). But why
tempt the student who might be inclined to do so?
The ad claims that you can "order the kit,
review the topic and abstracts, and then select one
actual (emphasis added) term paper which will be
sent to you in 10 days. These are not for resale or
reproduction. They are for instructional purposes
only."

To that I say BULL.... Besides being a slap in
the face to higher education, these types of services, if accepted, would be a serious setback to the
scholarly process through which a student should
proceed in obtaining a degree.
Half of anyone's education is learning to do
research in the library, not to send away for a
ready-made source of references.
I should hope The Breeze will take more care in
choosing its advertisers. I realize money is tight,
but I hope economic conditions never become so
severe that a quality publication as The Breeze has
to resort to accepting ads from services that sell
college term papers.
Bruce C. McKinney
Instructor of Communication Arts

Students' reporting methods questioned
To the editor:
We commend The Breeze on its excellent news
coverage, so that you can keep the students of
Madison so well-informed. Thanks to your
thorough investigations, all details of each inddent
reported are clearly written, including dates,
places, MOTIVES and NAMES.
We feel that your talents have gone unnoticed
for too long, and have come to realize that your
work may be taken for granted by many students.
You seem to have quite a way of making any story
attractive to your readers. May we suggest that you
move on to a more prestigious periodical, perhaps
the Washington Post. Or would the National Enquirer appeal to you more?
**
The inddent that brought your methods to our
attention is your investigation of the fire in Eagle
Hall. We appreciate how your reporters are able to
overlook the trauma experienced by those involved
in order to get the story ready for print.
But do you realize that some people don't enjoy
discussing situations that are painful or even
frightening? We understand'that they have the
right to refuse to disclose any information;

however, your callous and incessant pestering for
information can be even more detrimental to those
involved than the article. It is this pestering that
causes many people to give you your information
in order to get you off thdr back.
As we said before, your talents and expertise
have been overlooked for too long, and we hope
that after reading our comments you can begin to
appreciate yourself for your job well done.
Amy Smith
Lisa Proakis
Editor's note:
Amy Smith said specific complaints were that a
reporter tried to contact the girt involved In the fire
■bout four times in two hoars the day after the
Are. The reporter was told the girt was not present
the first three calls, she said.
Smith also complained the reporter contacted
the bead resident twice and resident adviser ooce.
She said the reporter should have waited a few
days to contact the girl.

.
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world
Mossad massacre criticized
The Beirut massacre commission says
Mossad secret agents failed to heed the warnings of military intelligence and wrongly
believed that Israel's Lebanese Christian allies
could be sent into Palestinian refugee camps
without committing atrocities.
The disclosures point not only to a split between the two Israeli intelligence services, but
to blunders and incompetence that belie the
legend of the Israeli spy agency.
The military agency and the civilian Mossad
were criticized by the committee, which
recommended the dismissal of military intelligence chief Maj. Gen. Yehoshua Saguy. It
expressed lenience toward the Mossad chief,
whose identity is secret, since he had taken his
post just days before the massacre.
The commission's report, issued Tuesday,
regarded the Mossad attitude as an element in
the September decision allowing Christian

World finances
Finance ministers from
around the world, moving to
avert a Depression-style
global slide, are gathering in
Washington to forge an expanded lending program to
stave off defaults by developing nations.
Private bankers from New
York to Tokyo are likely to be
relieved on Friday, when the
governing board of the International Monetary Fund
might boost general lending
resources by about 50 percent
and nearly triple a special
fund maintained by the 10
richest nations.
The twin actions, informally sanctioned at previous sessions, would pump about $28
billion of "hard" currencies
into the 146-nation lending
agency's loan pool -for
assisting troubled countries.
Without such action there is a

militiamen into the Palestinian refugee camps.
The report said at the beginning of the
Lebanon War last June, Mossad agents
argued that "atrocities and massacres were a
thing of the past," and the Christian rightists
had matured enough "to ensure that such actions would not repeat themselves."
However, the militiamen killed hundreds of
Palestinian civilians in the Sabra and Chatilla
camps Sept. 16-18, two days after Christian
President-elect Bashir Gemayel was
assassinated.
The commission also uncovered dramatic
flaws in the communication of intelligence. It
charged that early reports of civilian deaths
were delayed or were never relayed to intelligence chiefs.
The report delivered another heavy blow to
Israel's legendary intelligence service — once
considered among the best in the world.'

fear of defaults by debtor
countries, and the collapse of
major banks and the international financial system.

Drinking while driving
Bills outlawing drinking while driving
and putting the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission in the business of
regulating the consumption of alcoholic
beverages were killed Tuesday by the
House of Delegates.
Both bills were rejected on voice votes as
the House plowed through a 200-measure
calendar that had to be completed by midnight.
The House had killed the drinking
driver bill after stripping language that
would have made it a presumption the
driver was guilty if an open container of
beer, liquor or wine was found in the
passenger compartment of the vehicle.

on the accuracy of the conflicting claims since journalists
do not have free access to war
zones.

Iraq fighting
Iraq claimed Tuesday its
forces "completely crushed"
Iran's 2-day-old offensive on
the central front and killed
6,894 Iranians. But Iran
claimed the recapture of 20
more square miles for a total
of 120 and said 800 Iraqis
were killed or wounded.
"The enemy offensive is
dead, completely crushed by
our forces," said Radio
Baghdad.
"We
have
destroyed his war machine.
Our forces have proved that
the empty talk by the leaders
of Iran is completely different
from the situation at the front
lines."
There was no way to check

by the way
Ladles' man
In Phoenix, Ariz., Giovanni Vigliotto,
who said he married more than 103 women
in 33 years, was found guilty of fraud and
bigamy in his Nov. 16, 1981 marriage to a
43-year-old woman.
Under the bigamy and fraud charges,
Vigliotto faces up to 34 years in prison.
His "wife," Pairida Ann Gardiner of
Mesa, Ariz., testified he vanished with
$36,000 of her cash and property two
weeks after the marriage, and abandoned
her in a San Diego motel.
Deputy Maricopa County Attorney
David St oiler said, "Bigamy is merely
something this man does to perpetuate a
fraud." Si oiler also said the women
Vigliotto had married all were in their 40s,
had had unhappy experiences with men,
and had substantial amounts of property
when he entered and wrecked their lives.

Bush discusses
French trade
Vice President George Bush
while in Paris Tuesday said
the United States and Western
Europe are united in their
resolve to confront a Soviet
military buildup and in their
efforts to pull the West out of
an economic recession.
It was the first time during
his 12-day tour of Europe that
Bush has touched on some of
the serious disagreements between Washington and its
European allies on trade protectionism and economic
policy.
- Compiled from wire reports

Marijuana lobby
Richmond's commonwealth attorney
will investigate the $200 checks and letters
mailed to state senators, urging them to
vote for legislation raising the drinking age
to 21.
The messages, signed by anonymous
"marijuana businessmen," were received
last weekend by the 40 senators. The
senators received the messages addressed to
them, but each received a check written to
another Senate member.
Efforts to reach the signer of the checks
have been unsuccessful.
Some senators speculated that the checks
and messages might be a ploy to make the
higher drinking age look silly.
Messages sent with the checks said the
drinking age should be raise because
"marijuana businessmen presently have to
compete with beer on unfair terms."
"Marijuana is illegal, cannot be advertised and cannot be distributed easily," the
messages added. "Beer, on the other hand,
is legal, can be advertised and is available
cold and ready-to-use."
The letters also said if the drinking age
was raised, marijuana could compete fairly
in the 18-20 age bracket.
State law requires the Richmond prosecutor, Aubrey Davis, to investigate
whether the checks constitute an effort to
bribe a legislator. However, the misdirection of checks may have been a deliberate
attempt to avoid the law.
— Compiled from wire reports

nation
Speakes says
Reagan erred

President Reagan says he
has decided to accelerate
already-scheduled government construction projects to
put people to work. But his
spokesman said Wednesday
Reagan had not approved the
idea.
On Tuesday, Reagan said
he had told government agencies:
"Expedite it. Accelerate it.
Don't wait if you've got it on
schedule some place down the
line. It's already • in the
budget....Go to work on it
and start doing it to help in
the recovery."
Hours after White House

release Wednesday of a
transcript of the session,
spokesman Larry Speakes
said the "correct interpretation" of Reagan's remarks
would be that no decision had
been made.

Trucker's strike
Truckers in some areas
went back on the toad wearing black armbands Tuesday
as a violent strike by independent owner-operators continued to wind down with only
an occasional gunshot in the
dark.
Mike Parkhurst, leader of
the Independent Truckers
Association, hinted during a

meeting with three congressmen that he would call
off the shutdown if Congress
makes a "goodwill commitment" to address the truckers'
grievances, congressmen said.
Officials of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
said there was an increase in
trucks heading south to the
vegetable fields and citrus
groves of Florida, where the
weather was causing more
problems than a lack of
trucks. The officials said
Texas was loading fewer
overland trucks but was relying more on piggy-back rail
shipments.
— Compiled from
—_• wire reports J

